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Terms of service
By using cheems.dog, you declare that you have read the rules and undertake to comply
with them. If you do not accept the regulations, you have to stop using our service(s).

1. NSFW & NSFL content is strictly forbidden. This includes violence, “gore” movies
and terrorist materials. NSFL stands for “Not safe for Life”, which means everything
that can endanger human life.

2. Any pornographic material involving minors will be removed, the associated accounts
will be banned which causes removal of all uploaded content. Also, the data of
people who have uploaded such improper content will be handed to appropriate law
enforcement authorities.

3. Any material intended to destroy (directly or indirectly) a computer or any other
device is strictly prohibited. This also includes grabbers, phishing programs and
account data loggers.

4. Content depicting activities prohibited by local (and/or Polish) law, including federal
law, is strictly forbidden.

5. Uploading the same file several times will result in restricting the account's ability to
upload new files to our server.

Your account is yours and only yours. With this in mind, if you are found to be sharing your
account with others, it will be banned without any warning. This also implies sharing your
config(s).

When a person sends a report about a photo that may be in breach of the rules, the
administration will have access to this photo as same as for every photo you uploaded. The
aforementioned entity (in this case: staff team) will be able to enforce any possible penalty
for the person uploading the photos



Privacy Policy — How do we process your data
For safety reasons, we’re logging:

- Your Authentication data provided during registration
- Images given while uploading them*
- Configuration Data (embeds, titles, domains)
- IP Address*

Only highest staff members, are allowed to lookup data with asterisk symbol (“*”)

This Privacy Policy applies only to the LabsHQ and/or Nove Services. Within the LabsHQ
and/or Nove Services, there may be links to third-party content or websites not operated by
us. The policies described in this document do not apply to any third-party sites.
We use Cloudflare for website protection and usage statistics. This means all requests made
by you to the website will pass through Cloudflare, who collect a limited set of data in order
to provide analytics and block bots. You can find out more about how they process data in
their Privacy Policy - Click here to read it.

We use Contabo as our infrastructure including using it to store your files. This process is
unavoidable, please read Contabo's privacy policy by clicking here We also use Oracle
Cloud as our infrastructure including using it to store your files. This process is inevitable,
read the Oracle Cloud privacy policy by clicking here

We (Developers of cheems.dog) reserve the right to disclose your information in any of the
following cases:

- Consent: Your data can be revealed during only your consent, and it can be shown
only to you

- Law: We may disclose your information if required to do so by law, or in the good
faith belief that such action is necessary to comply with legal obligations and/or
protect the rights of the cheems.dog, Nove, or LabsHQ or protect the safety of
other users of the Service, or members of the public

If you want to remove your account, please login to your account, go to the dashboard and
click on the “Delete account” button. This action will remove all data of your account
including your uploaded media.

https://www.cloudflare.com/en-gb/privacypolicy/
https://contabo.com/en/legal/privacy/
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/monetization-cloud/20/security-guide/data-privacy1.html

